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III. Expectations
Ye Olde OAR Faire is an assessment faire using the scientific method and will take place
Thursday, April 29th from 12 – 3PM in the Atrium.
Every department/program will be responsible for completing both a Ye Olde OAR Faire
Submission Form electronically and a poster or visual aid for the faire. All faculty are
required to be a part of at least one submission by collecting data that assesses
student learning.
Departments/programs are welcome to collaborate with any other department.
Departments can make multiple submissions, and individuals can make submissions as
well.
IV. Timeline: Preliminary Information and 1)2)3)4) are due when midterm grades are due; 5)
is due when final grades are due; 6)7)8) are due April 1st (deadline extension before March 1st)
Please submit these items electronically as
OAR201920faireyourdepartment to jmedlen@ssc.edu.

V. Ye Olde OAR Faire Submission Form
Preliminary Information
1) Ask a Question
5) Perform the Experiment
2) Research
6) Analyze the Data
3) Form a Hypothesis 7) Form a Conclusion
4) Plan the Experiment 8) Communicate the Results &
Changes to be Made
These eight components must be on the poster or visual
aid.
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VI. FAQs
1) Q: So what exactly are we expected to do?
A: Instructors are expected to participate with Ye Olde OAR Faire
by working on a departmental/program submission. Participating
means that you are collecting data for one or more sections of a
course you teach. Your department/program submission must include
the Ye Olde OAR Faire Submission Form, that includes the
Preliminary Information and parts 1)2)3)4)5)6)7)8), and a poster or
visual aid. Each department/program will have a representative at the
faire to field questions.
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Questions? Come to the OAR breakout
session this morning.
In fact, we highly recommend that each
department chair or a designee attend
this session.
Do you want to ask questions another
time?
Come any of the following Wednesdays
at 2pm to Room 4151: 8/28, 9/4, 9/18

That’s not going to work? No problem. Call or
email your unit coordinator to make an
appointment.
The Outcomes Assessment Revitalized (OAR) Unit Coordinators
Amy Babinec X2202: art and social sciences
Jason Cieslik X2579: legal studies, career programs, and business
Shunda McGriff X2259: co-curricular areas
Jennifer Medlen X2424: STEM (chair)
Margaret Shear X2369: English, communications, and humanities
Dave Schaberg X2352: nursing, allied health, and music

Thank you for your consideration and kindness.
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II. Expectations
Ye Olde OAR Faire is an assessment fair and will take place Thursday, April 29th from 12 – 3PM in the Atrium.
Every co-curricular department/program is responsible for completing both a Ye Olde OAR Faire Submission
Form electronically, including the spreadsheet with expanded evidence (i.e. charts, graphs, narrative, etc.), and a
poster or visual aid for the faire. Each department/program will have a representative at the faire to field
questions.
Departments/programs are welcome to collaborate with any other department. Departments can make multiple
submissions, and individuals may make submissions as well.
The OAR Committee will judge the submissions, and prizes will be awarded for outstanding entries.
Extra points will be awarded to submissions, including but not limited to . . .
- creative displays
- the best descriptive statistics
III.

Timeline: The following items are due April 1st
- Ye Olde OAR Faire Submission Form
- 2019-2020 Co-Curricular Outcomes (spreadsheet)
- Expanded Evidence (i.e. charts, graphs, narrative, etc.)
Please submit these items electronically as 201920OARfairecocurryourdepartment to jmedlen@ssc.edu.
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IV.

FAQs

1) Q: What is assessment?
A: Assessment is the systematic collection, review, and use of information to improve student learning, educational
quality, and services at the College.

2)

Q: What can we gain by participating in the assessment process?
A: Effective assessment allows us to gather reliable evidence to improve services for our students.

3)

Q: Is Assessment mandatory?

A: Yes. During the last HLC visit, it was determined that the College did not sufficiently address co-curricular
assessment. This was reflected on the HLC report, and we are now responsible to correct this issue immediately.

4)

-

5)

Q: So what exactly are we expected to do?
A: You are expected to participate with Ye Olde OAR Faire by working on a departmental/program submission.
Your department/program submission must include the
Ye Olde OAR Faire Submission Form
2019-2020 Co-Curricular Outcomes (spreadsheet)
Expanded Evidence (i.e., charts, graphs, narrative, etc.)
a poster or visual aid for the faire
Each department/program will have a representative at the faire to field questions.
Please submit these items electronically as 201920OARfairecocurryourdepartment to jmedlen@ssc.edu.
Q: Who determines what will be assessed?
A: Each department shall meet to work on the spreadsheet and determine how evidence will be collected.

6)

Q: I would like some guidance in starting this project. Where do I find help?

A: OAR workshops will be held this fall. Please look for the announcement of dates and times. You may also contact
Shunda McGriff and/or Jennifer Medlen for individual assistance.
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SOUTH SUBURBAN COLLEGE
Contact Person _________________________
2019-2020 Co-Curricular Outcomes
Date ___________________________________
Department _______________________
Our mission is to Serve our Students and the Community through lifelong learning

DEPARTMENT SERVICES: Please create no more than four broad categories that describe your departmental services.
The following departmental objectives should address these.
•

N

•

M

•

L

•

D

DEPARTMENT
OBJECTIVES

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ACHIEVEING THE
OBJECTIVES

TIMELINE FOR
ACHIEVEING THESE
OBJECTIVES

EVIDENCE THAT
SUPPORTS
ACHIEVEMENT OF
THESE OBJECTIVES
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Ye Olde OAR Faire Submission Form Co-Curricular Areas
Department/Program:
List All Participating Staff/Administrators/Faculty:
Contact Person:
Dean:
Date of Submission:
SSC Mission Statement: Serve the Students and the Community through lifelong learning.

Assessment Tool (Please X all that apply):
Survey_____

Attendance_____

Usage Numbers _____

Pass Rates_____

Other_____:______________________

QUESTIONS?
• Jazaer Fouad-Farrar
• Faculty Counselor
• Counseling Department Chair
• South Suburban College
• jfarrar@ssc.edu
• (708)596-2000 Ext. 2511

• Jennifer Medlen
• Math instructor
• OAR Chair
• South Suburban College
• jmedlen@ssc.edu
• (708)596-2000 Ext. 2424
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Looking for Faculty Buy-In? How About an In-House Retreat Resulting in Both
Ye Olde OAR Faire for Gen. Ed. Assessment and Initiatives Based on Best
Practices?
I.

Values Icebreaker - Pick one value card you love and one you hate

II.

Background

III.

Outcomes Assessment In-House Retreat
A. The Actual Retreat
- Agenda (HANDOUT)
B. The Fallout

IV.

Gen. Ed. Pilot Plan: Ye Olde OAR Faire
A. So how did the plan come to fruition?
B. So where does co-curricular fit into this?
C. The Actual Gen. Ed. Pilot Plan: Ye Olde OAR Faire (HANDOUT ppt)
ACADEMIC handbook – assessment through the scientific method
COCURRICULAR handbook – departmental objectives: given the
latitude to showcase what they do and provide expanded evidence of
their effectiveness through this process
D. Ye Olde OAR Faire is a poster faire to take place Thursday April 30th from
12 – 3pm in the Atrium, open to all students, staff, administrators, and
faculty.

V.

Departmental Assessments & Best Practices (HANDOUT)

AGENDA: In-House Retreat Friday April 5th 8:30 – 12 in the MB Financial Room
Intro:

8:30 – 8:45

Breakfast/Small Talk 8:45 – 9:00 Values Ice Breaker/Introductions

Part 1:

9:00 – 9:30

Assessment Lingo (DS)

Part 2:

9:30 – 10:00

The History of Assessment at SSC: The Cliff Notes Version (JM & JF)
- Identifying the Good, Bad, and Ugly
- Co-curricular Assessment through 2018
- High-Impact Practices & Best Practices Center

Part 3:

10:00 – 10:30

Part 4a:

10:30 – 11:00

Scientific Method/Research (MS)
- Show what some other colleges are doing
- Show where we might employ research methods
Discussion Questions (JC)
- Pointed questions similar to those from faculty development
- What do you want to know about student learning?

Part 4b:

11:00 – 11:30

Think About Assessment for Your Department/Program (JK)
- What methods of assessment would work well?
- What are the pitfalls of that approach?
- What can be done to make it the best plan possible?

Part 5:

11:30 – 12:00

Now What Do We Do? What Can We Expect? Questions?

Best Practices
As an institution, we should have a place to house best practices in teaching and learning.
Perhaps a few file cabinets and a bookcase could be used in RM 4152 as a start. We would
collect items from each department, which could later be converted to digital resources.
This would also be a place where high-impact practices could be examined. Perhaps a best
practices subcommittee could examine these things twice a semester.
Kankakee Community College uses Canvas to train faculty for assessment activities. They
have made it interactive and fun with quizzes, videos, etc.. Once we determine the path
we will take for gen. ed. assessment, an online training module could be developed and
participation made mandatory, like Title IX training. The key is to use language like,
“improving the craft of teaching to better impact student learning.” This falls in line with the
contest to rename outcomes assessment.
This fall, best practices with respect to assessment are coming from faculty in the form of the
departmental projects for Ye Olde OAR Faire. A full assessment example from the paralegal
department is on display, as well as preliminary submissions from math, business, and art.
There are also co-curricular submissions, 2018-2019 spreadsheets, which will serve as this
year’s foundation for assessment.
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Welcome
Dear Faculty Member,
Thank you for your continued participation in the college-wide Outcomes Assessment project!
This year the OAR Committee is hosting a fair in April 2020 that will highlight and celebrate how
individual departments and instructors are measuring student learning. You are expected to display
your own results and see how other departments and faculty use measuring tools (which may or may
not include a Live-Text rubric) to determine how well their students are learning.
If you need any help as you brainstorm and develop your outcomes project, OAR Committee
members can consult with you about a variety of topics, such as identifying and/or creating tools for
measuring student learning and aligning your discipline/program goals with institution-wide goals.
The following pages more thoroughly explain SSC’s outcomes assessment plan for this year and also
offer a step-by-step guide to organizing assessment projects. We very much hope that you find this
information helpful.
Have a great year!
The Outcomes Assessment Revitalized (OAR) Unit Coordinators
Amy Babinec X2202: art and social sciences
Jason Cieslik X2579: legal studies, career programs, and business
Shunda McGriff X2259: co-curricular areas
Jennifer Medlen X2424: STEM (chair)
Margaret Shear X2369: English, communications, and humanities
Dave Schaberg X2352: nursing, allied health, and music
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II.

General Assessment Questions and Answers
1. What is assessment? Assessment is the systematic collection, review, and use of information to
improve student learning and educational quality.
2. What can we gain by participating in the assessment process? Effective assessment allows
us to gather reliable evidence to evaluate teaching and learning. More specifically, outcomes
assessment can help answer the following questions (and others):
-How well are students learning the course content?
-What teaching practices and materials seem most effective?
-What curricular changes could improve student learning?
-Would revisions to the sequence of courses, or pre-requisites, be helpful?
-What are the areas of need within a class, course, department or program, for example
updated or more effective technology?
3. What is a student learning outcome (SLO)? Student learning outcomes specify the
measurable knowledge, skill, or behavior that instructors expect students to be able to
demonstrate as a result of their participation in the course or program.
4. What are the four different levels of assessment?
Class Assessment: This applies to assessment of student learning within a particular section of a
course. For example, students in section 004 of English 98 are evaluated on their ability to
eliminate subject/verb agreement errors.
Course Assessment: Student learning is measured among various sections of a course. For
example, data is collected from various English 098 sections to evaluate how well 098 students
are eliminating subject/verb agreement errors.
Program Assessment: The assessment of student learning within a particular academic program
or department. For example, students in multiple courses and sections (English 098, 99, 101 and
102) are evaluated using the same measurement tool to track competence (and growth) regarding
their abilities to eliminate subject/verb agreement errors.
General Education Assessment: This involves the assessment of student learning relating to
SSC‘s general education requirements: Writing, speech, mathematics, natural science, social and
behavioral science, arts and humanities, critical thinking, and computer information literacy.
Because the general education requirement is an institutional requirement that crosses
disciplines, assessment occurs on a broader scale than other types of assessment. For example,
instructors from different departments apply a critical thinking rubric to different assignments
related to their courses.
5. What is an assessment plan? It describes what instructors want to assess and how they are
going to measure it. An assessment plan includes a stated purpose, measurable student learning
outcomes, a reliable measurement tool, and consistent application of the measurement tool.
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III.

Expectations
Ye Olde OAR Faire is an assessment faire using the scientific method and will take place Thursday,
April 30th from 12 – 3PM in the Atrium.
Every department/program will be responsible for completing both a Ye Olde OAR Faire
Submission Form electronically and a poster or visual aid for the faire. All faculty are required to
be a part of at least one submission by collecting data that assesses student learning.
Departments/programs are welcome to collaborate with any other department. Departments can
make multiple submissions, and individuals can make submissions as well.
There will be seven categories for submissions: written communication, oral communication,
critical thinking, research methodology, technology, multiculturalism, and co-curricular.
The OAR Committee will judge the submissions, and prizes will be awarded for outstanding entries.
Each department/program will be expected to provide evidence of their results through visual
presentation. The poster or visual aid will have the eight components of the scientific method. Each
department/program will have a representative at the faire to field questions.
Extra points will be awarded to submissions, including but not limited to . . .
- rubrics through Live Text
- research methodology
- technology
- multiculturalism
- creative displays
- the best descriptive statistics

IV.

Timeline: Preliminary Information and 1)2)3)4) are due when midterm grades are due; 5) is due
when final grades are due; 6)7)8) are due April 1st (deadline extension requests before March 1st)
Please submit these items electronically as OAR201920faireyourdepartment to jmedlen@ssc.edu.

V.

Ye Olde OAR Faire Submission Form
Preliminary Information
1) Ask a Question
2) Research
3) Form a Hypothesis
4) Plan the Experiment

5) Perform the Experiment
6) Analyze the Data
7) Form a Conclusion
8) Communicate the Results & Changes to be Made

These eight components must be on the poster or visual aid.
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Preliminary Information
Department/Program:
List All Participating Instructors:
Contact Person:
Dean:
Date of Submission:
SSC Mission Statement: Serve the Students and the Community through lifelong learning.
Department/Program Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) as stated on the SSC website:

Assessment Tool (Please X all that apply):
SSC Gen. Ed. Rubric _____ Departmental Rubric _____ Other ____:________________
Pre/Post Test _____ Standardized Exam _____ Research Paper _____
Professional Certification _____ Capstone Project _____ Portfolio _____
Departmental Exam _____ Performance _____ Essay _____ Add-On Question _____
General Education Outcome(s) Addressed:
Written Communication _____

Oral Communication _____

Critical Thinking _____

Research Methodology _____

Technology _____

Multiculturalism _____

Department/Program SLOs Addressed:

Course SLOs Addressed
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1) Ask a Question: Identify a Problem
We want to know __________ about our students’ learning:

We want to know this because . . . .

We expect to find . . . .

We will use the information gathered as instructors to . . . .

Our department/program will use the information gathered to . . . .

The Assessment Research Question (ARQ) is . . . .
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2) Research
Find some information about how other institutions address topics related to your ARQ.

3) Form a Hypothesis
Use Part 1) to form an “if-then” statement that will serve as the hypothesis. For example, “If students complete
the review packet for Chapter 3 on graphing, then they will show proficiency with the course objectives tested
on the Chapter 3 Exam.”
4) Plan the Experiment
Assessment Tool (Please X all that apply)
SSC Gen. Ed. Rubric _____ Departmental Rubric _____ Other ____:________________
Pre/Post Test _____ Standardized Exam _____ Research Paper _____
Professional Certification _____ Capstone Project _____ Portfolio _____
Departmental Exam _____ Performance _____ Essay _____ Add-On Question _____
Scoring Method (Please X all that apply)
Rubric Score _____
Percent Correct _____
Cross-scored by faculty (grading committee) _____
Gain Scores (pre/post) _____
Other_____
Description of Data Collection Method
Single Class _____
Multiple Sections _____:_____# of sections
Sample _____:_____# of students
Entire Population _____:_____# of students
Other_____
The Semester in which Data will be Collected
Week(s) in which Data will be Collected (W1 – W17)

Time and Place for Data Analysis (i.e. department meeting)
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5) Perform the Experiment (data collection including descriptive statistics, i.e., charts, graphs, etc.)
6) Analyze the Data
OBSERVATIONS: What do you think about this data?

GAPS: What else do you want to know? Is there a gap between what the data shows and what the best possible
outcome for students would be?

RELATIONSHIPS: What connections can you make? (i.e. similar course, instruction, etc.)

SUCCESSES: Identify evidence of learning

OUTLIERS: Any anomalies? If so, please explain.

USEFULNESS: How can the data be used for instructional purposes?

FUTURE QUESTIONS: What other questions does this raise?
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7) Form a Conclusion (a statement using the analysis of data)

8) Communicate the Results & Changes to be Made (use the data and analysis to do this)
What are some ways that you can communicate your research results? What changes do you think would help
with this issue?

Summarize, with as much detail as possible, how your experiment addresses the chosen general education
outcome(s).

Resources: Johnson County Community College largely inspired our work. Parts of these forms were copied
directly from their assessment forms. Thank you! https://www.jccc.edu/
VI.
FAQs
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1) Q: So what exactly are we expected to do?
A: Instructors are expected to participate with Ye Olde OAR Faire by working on a
departmental/program submission. Participating means that you are collecting data for one or more
sections of a course you teach. Your department/program submission must include the Ye Olde OAR
Faire Submission Form, that includes the Preliminary Information and parts 1)2)3)4)5)6)7)8), and a
poster or visual aid. Each department/program will have a representative at the faire to field questions.
2) Q: Is assessment mandatory?
A: Yes. During the last HLC visit, it was determined that less than half of the full-time faculty
participated in an assessment activity of any kind, which deemed us noncompliant. This was
documented on the HLC report, and we are now responsible to correct this issue immediately.
3) Q: Who determines what will be assessed?
A: Each department/program shall meet to discuss the assessment activity as well as how the activity
will be assessed and collected.
4) Q: Are we still using the six general education requirements as a basis to measure the assessment
activity?
A: Yes. Each department/program should focus on 1-2 of the general education requirements that are
emphasized in their respective disciplines.
5) Q: What if no one is available to be at the faire because of teaching responsibilities?
A: Please talk to your dean, and hopefully arrangements can be made for a substitute.
6) Q: Does everyone in the department have to submit a form?
A: No. There will be one Ye Olde OAR Faire Submission Form for each submission. Departments
may have more than one submission, but one only form is needed for each.
7) Q: Some of the questions on the submission form are a bit vague. Why is that?
A: We want to give you the latitude to interpret each question as you see fit for your project submission.

8) Q: Why are you asking for so many details?
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A: It is important for your project submission to be easily understood by students, faculty,
administrators, and accrediting agencies. These forms give guidance for group discussion and
brainstorming, and it is valuable to document this process.
9) Q: Do we have to use Live Text?
A: No. However, you will be responsible for collecting the data and reporting it.
10) Q: Can we continue to use Live Text?
A: Yes. In fact, it will make data collection and reporting easier for your department.
11) Q: What if we want to use Live Text but would rather create our own rubric. Is that possible?
A: Yes. You will need to contact Kevin Riordan X5715 early in the semester so that he and Zac
Hughes X2225 can work with you to upload your created rubric onto Live Text.
12) Q: Is it okay to use the same assessment that we have used in the past?
A: Yes.
13) Q: Do I have to work with a group?
A: No. You may make a submission as an individual using your department name.
14) Q: What is the expectation for adjunct instructors?
A: Adjunct instructors are expected to contribute student data to a departmental assessment. We
encourage adjunct instructors to make an individual submission using the department name. Please
consult with your department chair or program coordinator.
15) Q: I would like some guidance in starting this project. Where do I find help?
A: OAR workshops will be held this fall. Please look for the announcement of dates and times. You
may also contact Shunda McGriff and/or Jennifer Medlen for individual assistance.
16) Q: Does this take the place of the annual update department chairs and program coordinators have
completed in the past?
A: Yes.
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The Scientific Method: Outcomes Assessment Revitalized (OAR) Research Plan Submission
Using the scientific method, a process for experimentation that is used to explore observations and answer
questions, provides a customized way to address, adjust, and advance assessment practices used at SSC. By
identifying key concerns about student learning and conducting independent research related to those
concerns, relevant advancements will be made to the craft of teaching and improve student learning
overall.

source: https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science‐fair‐projects/science‐fair/steps‐of‐the‐scientific‐method
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Steps of Scientific Method (adapted from https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science‐fair‐projects/science‐
fair/steps‐of‐the‐scientific‐method)
1. Ask a Question: Ask a question about something that you observe: How, What, When, Who,
Which, Why, or Where?
2. Do Background Research: Rather than starting from scratch in putting together a plan for
answering your question, find some information about how other institutions address your Question.
3. Construct a Hypothesis: A hypothesis is an educated guess about how things work. It is an
attempt to answer your question with an explanation that can be tested. A good hypothesis allows
you to then make a prediction:
"If _____[I do this] _____, then _____[this]_____ will happen."
State both your hypothesis and the resulting prediction you will be testing. Predictions must be easy
to measure.
This is your Assessment Research Question (ARQ).
4. Plan the Experiment: Your experiment tests whether your prediction is accurate and thus your
hypothesis is supported or not. It is important for your experiment to be a fair test. You conduct a fair
test by making sure that you change only one factor at a time while keeping all other conditions the
same. You should also repeat your experiments several times to make sure that the first results
weren't just anomalous or accidental.
5. Perform the Experiment.
6. Analyze Data: Once your experiment is complete, you collect your measurements and analyze
them to see if they support your hypothesis or not.
It may be that predictions were not accurate and hypothesis was not supported, and in such cases,
communicate the results of the experiment and then go back and construct a new hypothesis and
prediction based on the information learned during their experiment. This starts much of the process
of the scientific method over again. Even if the hypothesis was supported, it can be tested again in a
new way.
7. Form a Conclusion
8. Communicate Results: To complete your Assessment Faire Project, communicate your results to
others in a final report and a display board(s). By presenting your final report on a poster and
submitting the revised Annual Report Form(s), the findings-- regardless of whether or not they
support your original hypothesis—contribute to SSC’s Assessment Cycle and promotes
improvements to teaching and learning at the institution.
This information will also be presented, using a poster format or some visual aid, in the
Atrium.
Ye Olde OAR Faire, Thursday, April 29, 2020 from 12 – 3PM
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OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT REVITALIZED (OAR)
General Education Assessment Plan Pilot for the 2019 – 2020 School Year
I.

Welcome
Thank you for your continued participation in the college-wide Outcomes Assessment project and congratulations! During the 2018-2019
school year, the College had 100% participation from the co-curricular areas!
This year the OAR Committee is hosting a faire in April 2020 that will highlight and celebrate how individual departments and instructors
are measuring student learning and student services, including physical plant, registration, and all others. You are expected to display your
own results as well as see how other departments use measuring tools to determine how well the College is serving our students.
You will notice the 2019-2020 Co-Curricular Outcomes mimics the form from last year. The only difference is that departments are being
asked to show expanded evidence. You may engage in the same assessment or choose a different project. The Ye Olde OAR Faire
will be the place to showcase your efforts.
If you need any help as you brainstorm and develop your outcomes project, OAR Committee members are available to consult with you
about a variety of topics, such as identifying and/or creating tools for measuring the effectiveness of student services and others.
The following information more thoroughly explains SSC’s outcomes assessment plan for this year and also offers a step-by-step guide to
organizing assessment projects. We are excited to be support you through this process and hope that you find this information helpful.
Have a great year!
The Outcomes Assessment Revitalized (OAR) Unit Coordinators
Shunda McGriff X2259: co-curricular areas
Jennifer Medlen X2424: STEM (chair)
Amy Babinec X2202: art and social sciences
Jason Cieslik X2579: legal studies, career programs, and business
Margaret Shear X2369: English, communications, and humanities
Dave Schaberg X2352: nursing, allied health, and music

II.

Expectations
Ye Olde OAR Faire is an assessment fair and will take place Thursday, April 29th from 12 – 3PM in the Atrium.
Every co-curricular department/program is responsible for completing both a Ye Olde OAR Faire Submission Form electronically,
including the spreadsheet with expanded evidence (i.e. charts, graphs, narrative, etc.), and a poster or visual aid for the faire. Each
department/program will have a representative at the faire to field questions.
Departments/programs are welcome to collaborate with any other department. Departments can make multiple submissions, and
individuals may make submissions as well.
The OAR Committee will judge the submissions, and prizes will be awarded for outstanding entries.
Extra points will be awarded to submissions, including but not limited to . . .
- creative displays
- the best descriptive statistics

III.

Timeline: The following items are due April 1st
- Ye Olde OAR Faire Submission Form
- 2019-2020 Co-Curricular Outcomes (spreadsheet)
- Expanded Evidence (i.e. charts, graphs, narrative, etc.)
Please submit these items electronically as 201920OARfairecocurryourdepartment to jmedlen@ssc.edu.

IV.

FAQs

1) Q: What is assessment?
A: Assessment is the systematic collection, review, and use of information to improve student learning, educational quality, and services at
the College.

2) Q: What can we gain by participating in the assessment process?
A: Effective assessment allows us to gather reliable evidence to improve services for our students.

3) Q: So what exactly are we expected to do?
A: You are expected to participate with Ye Olde OAR Faire by working on a departmental/program submission.
Your department/program submission must include the
- Ye Olde OAR Faire Submission Form
- 2019-2020 Co-Curricular Outcomes (spreadsheet)
- Expanded Evidence (i.e., charts, graphs, narrative, etc.)
- a poster or visual aid for the faire
Each department/program will have a representative at the faire to field questions.
Please submit these items electronically as 201920OARfairecocurryourdepartment to jmedlen@ssc.edu.
4) Q: Is Assessment mandatory?
A: Yes. During the last HLC visit, it was determined that the College did not sufficiently address co-curricular assessment. This was
reflected on the HLC report, and we are now responsible to correct this issue immediately.
5) Q: Who determines what will be assessed?
A: Each department shall meet to work on the spreadsheet and determine how evidence will be collected.
6) Q: I would like some guidance in starting this project. Where do I find help?
A: OAR workshops will be held this fall. Please look for the announcement of dates and times. You may also contact Shunda McGriff
and/or Jennifer Medlen for individual assistance.

SOUTH SUBURBAN COLLEGE
2019-2020 Co-Curricular Outcomes
Department _______________________

Contact Person _________________________
Date ___________________________________

Our mission is to Serve our Students and the Community through lifelong learning

DEPARTMENT SERVICES: Please create no more than four broad categories that describe your
departmental services. The following departmental objectives should address these.





DEPARTMENT
OBJECTIVES

OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ACHIEVEING
THE OBJECTIVES

TIMELINE FOR
ACHIEVEING THESE
OBJECTIVES

EVIDENCE THAT
SUPPORTS
ACHIEVEMENT OF
THESE OBJECTIVES

Ye Olde OAR Faire Submission Form Co-Curricular Areas
Department/Program:
List All Participating Staff/Administrators/Faculty:

Contact Person:
Dean:
Date of Submission:
SSC Mission Statement: Serve the Students and the Community through lifelong learning.

Assessment Tool (Please X all that apply):
Survey_____

Attendance_____

Usage Numbers _____

Pass Rates_____

Other_____:______________________

